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Increase Business Value from Legacy Apps with Modernization and 

Migration by Click2Cloud - Your AMM Expert!

Migrate your legacy applications to Microsoft Azure and effectively 

leverage the power of modern cloud offerings.

At Click2Cloud, we start by evaluating the code, architecture, and processes of your existing custom applications to help 

you make informed choices with an app modernization strategy. Whether you choose to Rehost, Refactor, Re-Architect, 

Re-Platform, Rebuild, or Replace, you’ll end up with modern, reliable, cloud-native software.

You will receive detailed information on the migration costs, if any, to migrate to Containers, VMs, and Azure App Services 

(PaaS) that best fit your organization.

Why App Modernization and Migration?

▪ Upgrade outdated and unsupported technology

▪ Migrate to Azure for high availability & scalability

▪ Increase reliability with better code quality

▪ Optimize hosting costs and reduce maintenance

▪ Streamline development with agile methodology

▪ Implement automated testing & deployments with CI/CD

Why Click2Cloud?

As trusted AMM expertise, we empower you to excel and lead in a cloud-powered world!
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You’ll receive a detailed Business Value Assessment Report, including a Comprehensive Inventory Analysis, Financial 

Impact (TCO/ROI), Sustainability Metrics, and AI-based Migration Plan with Security Recommendations. This report 

outlines the steps needed to migrate your existing environment to Azure, highlighting key objectives and success criteria. 

Additionally, you’ll get a Landing Zone Blueprint and Setup, ensuring a production-ready environment with optimized 

performance, availability, and scalability, all at a fraction of the cost and effort of smooth implementations.

Improve Efficiency and Reduce Costs with App Migration by Click2Cloud, an Azure Migrate and 

Modernize Ally with Proven Cloud Migration Expertise!
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